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Theology of the Pain of God by Kazoh Kitamori (Book Review)
Overall, The Theology of the Pain of God contains some terrific thoughts that find themselves buried in a complex and, at times, unnecessary
argument. Pain as the Theology of the Pain of God: The First Original Theology from Japan of. Packer 3 volume book bundle. God, for some
reason, must be the cause of Jesus' death. Welcome back. To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up. Ask a Question What
would you like to know about this product? Community Reviews. Cyril and Methodius Church thing by mbwinfield the mountain of truth place by
raincomplex October 21, log by mauler The Pi FAQ how-to by andycyca The Outsider fiction by lostcauser Beyond the suns that guard this roost
fiction by gate what has a thousand eyes, a thousand fangs, a thousand wings and a thousand claws thing by antigravpussy Phantom Grandmaster
idea by npecom Jack's Pit Stop poetry by lostcauser Scrawl review by Glowing Fish more. It's unfortunate that it is here that Kitamori places the
dilemma and root of God's pain, for it presupposes a notion of divine justice which demands wrath from God as necessity. Endo Shusaki were
faced with a new kind of anguish, putting their faith to the test. The author's purpose is to clarify this synthesis, identified as the pain of God. Today,
Christian thinkers are calling for an ecumenical theology. Mon May 13 at God specifically sent His Son to cause the unification of all this pain at
one moment -- for all time. Welcome to Christianbook. This, again, is something we cannot follow. Katamori has developed the? The fact that this
fighting God is not two different gods but the same God cause his pain. Fully grounded in this tradition, Kazoh Kitamori demonstrates its limitations
and problems from a Japanese point of view and suggests a fresh approach to the biblical message. To his credit, he is opposed to the physical
pain practiced by those who were self-flagellators. It is, however, very difficult to compare the two. This was a fascinating book! And what is the
service of the pain of God except the complete denial of self-love for love of God and neighbor? What is revealed in the cross is neither the wrath
of God alone nor the love of God alone, but the synthesis of the two. Katamori has developed the first original theology from the East. The gospel
is the gospel of the cross, he says Until the twentieth century, the Western world formulated most Christian theology. One of the most profound
and controversial conclusions that Kozah purposed: the intellectual inablility in the West to understand these concepts of God's love through pain.
This was inevitable because of its roots in classical Greek philosophy, continued with a Latin mindset and further developed by others, especially
German philosophers, dooming them to be sidetracked from what was already present in the Japanese cognizance of Theology of the Pain of God:
The First Original Theology from Japan pain. The centrality of the cross of Jesus is present. Kazoh Kitamori. This latter half of the book I have
great difficulty following, as I have made clear. In turn Kitamori spirals even further into problematic theology when he deals with the mysticism of
pain. Jesus the Meek King. Yasuo Faruya. The Mysticism of Pain. The gospel is the gospel of the cross, he says. I like this. Dimensions: 8. The
atomic devastation had a profound effect on Theology of the Pain of God: The First Original Theology from Japan s and especially Christian
thinkers e. Latest posts by Stephen D Morrison see all. What is Systemic Racism? The gospel is the gospel of the cross, he says. By the "theology
of the pain of God," he means the "theology of love rooted in the pain of God. This is unreachable grace. Service for the Pain of. Under the spell of
this guilt theology, Kitamori operated on the axiom of divine wrath and divine love. A remarkable work! Log in or register to write something here
or to contact authors. Paul and Jesus. He also presents a case for believers to seek out pain. Robert rated it really liked it May 10, God loves
because God is pained, not the reverse. Basically, he's the Japanese Moltmann. The Pain of God The rebellion, disobedience, waywardness sin
causes a severing of this love relationship, and thus causes the injury and suffering of the Father God. I do earnestly remember him still. To love in
this way causes pain analogous to love rooted in God's pain. Nov 12, Sooho Lee rated it really liked it Shelves: favoritesimportant-readstheology.
Follow me. Jul 21, Stephen Morrison rated it really liked it. It's almost painful to review Theology of the Pain of God: The First Original Theology
from Japan work, knowing the impact it had on the likes of Moltmann. Open Preview See a Problem? By: Kazoh Kitamori. This pain of
separation is the worst. Details if other :. Indeed, "the cross is in no sense an external act of God, but an act within [God]self" 45but in what sense
does the resurrection help us interpret this pain of God? However, some strange things are here too. Finally, I confess to being far less versed in
philosophy than one probably needs to be to follow some of Kitamori's argument.
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